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Spectral Time Moment Analysis of Microgel Deswelling Effect of the Heating Rate

KIRIL A. STRELETZKY, JOHN T. McKENNA

INTRODUCTION

Temperature sensitive microgels are nanoparticles synthesized via crosslinking of amphiphilic polymer chains with easily achievable volume phase transition.\textsuperscript{1-3} Convenient systems for microgel synthesis include amphiphilic macromolecules that are soluble in water at room temperature with hydrogen bonds formed between the chain's hydrophilic groups and water. As temperature increases above the critical temperature $T_c$, water becomes a poor solvent due to weakening of the hydrogen bonds. The resulting inability of hydrophilic chain-water interactions to counter hydrophobic chain-chain interactions leads to macromolecular self-association into metastable aggregates and separation of HPC solution into two phases.

The polymer's sensitivity to temperature and other environmental factors that make the solvent poor (such as pH, electric field, salt concentration) is inherited by microgels and results in controllable and reversible volume phase transition of nanoparticles.\textsuperscript{1,3} For temperature sensitive systems, heating of the microgel sample above $T_c$ causes nanoparticles to deswell. During the deswelling process, microgels expel water due to hydrophobic interactions. The result of this
transition is an effective “shrinking” of microgel volume by as much as a couple orders of magnitude. The transition is reversible and microgels return to their original size by absorbing water if the solution temperature is lowered below \( T_c \). A similar external stimuli-sensitive volume phase transition occurs in bulk polymer gels (known as hydrogels). However, microgel nanoparticles exhibit a much faster response to environmental changes due to their small size. The controllable volume phase transition of microgels leads to numerous potential applications such as: particle emulsifiers in food and cosmetics, shear-thinning dispersions in surface coatings and paints, drug loading, and delivery vesicles in pharmaceutical industry, oil permeability modifiers, and environmentally responsive devices in bio-nanotechnology. In addition, microgels present a convenient model system for studying: phase transition in polymer solutions, variety of polymer diffusion problems ranging from chains to polymer aggregate dynamics in solutions, and the dynamics of concentrated colloidal suspensions.

The polymer studied in this work is hydroxypropylcellulose (HPC), which is an electrically neutral, semi-stiff, rod-like polysaccharide with a persistence length of 100. HPC is soluble in a wide range of solvents including water, but has an easily achievable pseudotheta conditions at a critical temperature of \( T_c = 41 \, ^\circ \text{C} \). At room temperature (\( T \leq T_c \)) water is a good solvent to HPC chains and solutions are homogeneous. Above \( T_c \), hydrophobic interactions are favorable and water becomes a poor solvent for HPC chains. This forces the solution to separate into two phases; one of which is made from poorly soluble metastable aggregates of self-associated chains. The phase transition is reversible: lowering solution temperature below \( T_c \) brings back the isotropic, one phase system. HPC:water solutions also exhibit a lyotropic phase transition which starts at ambient temperature in the concentration range 360–420 g/L. Because of its convenient physical properties and wide accessibility HPC has been used extensively in studies of polymer dynamics and structurally and behaviorally versatile of HPC microgel particles makes them good candidates for applications in a variety of targeted drug delivery schemes. Many controllable parameters including polymer and salt concentration, cross-linking density, chemical make up, and synthesis protocol affect microgel size, loading capacity and swelling/deswelling ability. Other parameters of microgel systems may also be adjusted to effectively load medicines into the structure, target diseased tissue (e.g. cancer), and release the payload upon predetermined environmental conditions (such as high temperature or pH). For example, microgel can undergo self-induced volume phase transition at lower \( T_v \) if salt is added to the existent microgel solution. In fact, ref. 4 reports lowering \( T_v \) to 39 \(^\circ\) C upon achieving the physiological ionic strength (0.9 wt % of 0.15 mol/L) in microgel solutions. The relatively high value of \( T_v \) for HPC microgels gives them an advantage over widely studied PNIPAM microgels as their volume phase transition temperature (even at the physiological ionic strength) is not too close to the temperature of healthy tissue.

The synthesis techniques for HPC microgels have been studied extensively. Lu et al. synthesized microgels via an emulsion method by crosslinking 1 MDa HPC polymer chains in ...
aqueous surfactant solutions above the critical temperature $T_c = 41^\circ$C. Gao et al.\textsuperscript{16} induced self-
association of microgels via an addition reaction of 100 kDa HPC and a crosslinker (no surfactant) in a basic environment ($\text{pH} = 12–13$) above $T_c$. Xia et al.\textsuperscript{17} formed 1 MDA HPC microgels using the addition reaction of ref. 16, but at an ambient temperature. This was achieved by lowering $T_c$ from 41$^\circ$C to 23$^\circ$C with salt addition. Reference 29 used a free radical polymerization to create HPC microgels with degradable moieties.

The swelling/deswelling behavior of formed nanoparticles at the volume phase transition temperature has been studied by each of the aforementioned references in detail. References 4, 16, 17, 29 used dynamic light scattering (DLS) to deduce the size and shape of HPC microgels both above and below the transition. References 4, 17, 29 relied on the cumulant analysis\textsuperscript{31} of light scattering spectra ($S(q, t)$) to obtain the microgel’s molecular weight average diffusion coefficient ($D_{\text{ave}}$) and its distribution. Reference 16 reports obtaining $D_{\text{ave}}$ using both the cumulants and the Laplace inversion methods.\textsuperscript{32} The microgel’s hydrodynamic radius was then calculated from $D_{\text{ave}}$ under the assumption that microgel particles are spheres with a narrow size distribution in a small-molecule solvent. While these assumptions might be acceptable for some microgel systems (for example PNi-PAM\textsuperscript{1,3}), careful analysis of the results from refs. 4, 16, 17 and more recent findings\textsuperscript{28} on 1 MDA HPC microgels (synthesized using the recipe of ref. 17) indicate highly nonexponential spectra and a wide bimodal size distribution. Under the conditions of substantially nonexponential spectra the initial slope of the DLS spectrum does not describe $S(q, t)$ completely and cumulants have a hard time weighting different contributions when calculating $D_{\text{ave}}$.\textsuperscript{13,21} Therefore, the usage of cumulants in these systems is not advisable. In addition, refs. 16, 17 relied only on the DLS data at the low scattering angles of 20° and 30°, respectively. The low scattering angle data is the noisiest and would probe only large distance scales which unfairly neglects the smaller species. Indeed, ref. 4 studied microgels at angles of 90° and 20° and found that a decrease of an angle within this range brought a 20% increase in size and a significant narrowing of the size distribution. This result is an indication of the multi-modality in the prepared microgel solutions and the incorrectness of the assumption of the microgel’s spherical nature. Another indication of the difficulty that cumulant analysis had in interpreting the spectra of ref. 17 is a reported high polydispersity index (1.3–1.5), which illustrates an excessive broadness of deduced size distribution.\textsuperscript{33}

Reference 28 meticulously examined the highly nonexponential light scattering spectra of microgels synthesized using the recipe of ref. 17. Instead of relying on the cumulant analysis used by Xia et al.\textsuperscript{17} ref. 28 employed the spectral time moment analysis.\textsuperscript{23} The switch in the analysis approach was motivated by the apparent\textsuperscript{13,21,33} ambiguity of the cumulants method in the analysis of highly nonexponential spectra. In the method used by ref. 28 the spectra were fit to a sum of three stretched exponential modes and the time moments for each mode were found from decay distribution. Both temperature and angular dependences of the three spectral modes were carefully studied. The importance of an angular dependence of the scattering spectrum should not be downplayed as it provides for a direct test of diffusiveness in the observed microgel modes (even if there is only one mode) and, therefore, allows conclusions to be made about dominant microgel shape. The approach of ref. 28 revealed that the HPC microgel solutions (obtained under the recipe of ref. 17) yield at least three different contributions to overall size distribution: two particulate modes (“fast” and “intermediate”), which have properties of diffusive (“fast” mode) and almost diffusive (“intermediate” mode) particles, and a third (“slow”) mode which has striking similarities with the slow mode of uncrosslinked HPC polymer chains. The Stokes-Einstein size estimates for the two diffusive modes gave apparent radii of 25–30 nm for the “fast” mode and 400–650 nm for the “intermediate” mode. The temperature dependence of the three spectral modes illustrates the complexity of the volume phase transition by showing the merging of the “fast” and “intermediate” modes above $T_c$ and the shrinkage of the apparent particulate radius of the “intermediate” mode from 400–650 nm down to 100–150 nm as temperature was increased from 23° to 45°C.

Although the interpretations of HPC microgel spectra differ somewhat between refs. 4, 16, 17 and ref. 28, the effect of temperature increase on microgel deswelling has been described as “significant” by every aforementioned study. What has not been explored in detail (to author’s knowledge) is the role of the heating history on the HPC microgel deswelling. Gao et al.\textsuperscript{16} reported that the formation of metastable HPC aggregates in uncrosslinked polymer solutions depends on “how the system is brought to that temperature.” They
The third section of the manuscript presents the focus of this article is on the effect of the rate of heating on different microgel modes observed both above and below the volume phase transition. The second section describes the experimental procedures used and the approach of the time moment analysis to characterize nontrivial DLS spectra. The third section of the manuscript presents the findings on the effect of the heating rate on microgel volume phase transition. Finally, the results are brought together for a summary in the fourth section.

**EXPERIMENTAL**

Dynamic light scattering spectroscopy was used to study the dynamics of microgel particles above and below the volume phase transition \( T_v \). In DLS, the intensity of the scattered light \( I(q,t) \) is measured and recorded as intensity-intensity correlation function \( g^{(2)}(q,t) \) which can be related to the field correlation function \( g^{(1)}(q,t) \) via Siegert’s relation:

\[
g^{(2)}(q,t) = A(g^{(1)}(q,t))^2 + B, \tag{1}
\]

where \( A \) is the scattering amplitude, determined by various apparatus-dependent factors; \( B \) is the time independent baseline of the spectrum; and \( q \) is the magnitude of the scattering vector. Here, \( q = \frac{2 \pi n}{\lambda_0} \sin \frac{\theta}{2} \) depends on the index of refraction of the medium, \( n \); the wavelength of light in vacuum, \( \lambda_0 \); and the scattering angle, \( \theta \). Most experiments were performed at the scattering angle \( \theta = 90^\circ \) corresponding to \( q = 2.30 \times 10^{-2} \text{ nm}^{-1} \).

To obtain a distribution of relaxation rates in the studied system, spectra were analyzed by the line shape analysis on the level of \( g^{(1)}(q,t) \) instead of relying on an Inverse Laplace Transform of \( S(q,t) \) (e.g. CONTIN algorithm). The nonlinear-least-squares simplex-based minimization procedure fitted each \( g^{(1)}(q,t) \) repeatedly to sums of stretched exponentials with different initial parameters and/or number of modes, checking for RMS error and numerical stability of the fits. The procedure (described in detail in ref. 28) yielded the optimal functional form for the field correlation function as a sum of stretched exponentials:

\[
g^{(1)}(q,t) = \sum_{i=1}^{N} A_i \exp(-\theta_i t^{\beta_i}), \tag{2}
\]

here \( A_i \) is a mode amplitude, \( \theta_i \) is a decay pseudo-rate, \( \beta_i \) is a stretching parameter, and \( N \) is a number of modes. The sum of three stretched exponentials \( (N = 3) \) was found to provide the most reproducible, while not necessarily an unique, functional form for all attempted fits to a field correlation function. The fits to a sum of three stretched exponentials found small RMS fitting errors \( (\leq 2 \times 10^{-4}) \) and were stable.

To understand the physical properties of the system, the method of spectral time moments was employed to analyze the obtained best fits to \( g^{(1)}(q,t) \). Since \( g^{(1)}(q,t) \) was fitted to a sum of three stretched exponentials, the properties of each mode had to be studied individually to identify physical processes corresponding to each mode. In fact, the spectral time moment analysis allows for direct calculation of the spectral time moments \( M_n \), which are the integral averages over the field correlation function. Because of the preferred functional form of the fits to \( g^{(1)}(q,t) \) (the sum of stretched exponentials) the time moments for each mode can be found by integrating the fitting function analytically. In particular, zeroth time moments for each mode, \( M_0 = \sum_{i=1}^{N} A_i \), can be calculated as:

\[
M_0 = \frac{1}{\Gamma} \int_0^\infty dt \exp(-\theta_i t^{\beta_i}) = \gamma (1 + 1/\beta_i)/\theta_i^{1/\beta_i}, \tag{3}
\]

here \( \gamma (1 + n) = n! \) is the Gamma function denoted as \( \gamma \) to distinguish it from a spectral decay rate \( \Gamma \).
For each exponential relaxation the mean relaxation time of a decay is equal to the zeroth time moment $M_{0i}$. Therefore, one can deduce the mean decay rate $\langle \Gamma_i \rangle$ for each mode from $M_{0i}/0! \equiv \langle \Gamma_i^{-1} \rangle$. Also, a mean diffusion coefficient corresponding to each mode $D_i$ can be calculated from the corresponding $\langle \Gamma_i \rangle$ via $D_i = \langle \Gamma_i \rangle / q^2$.

This approach allows for calculation of the mean relaxation time and mean diffusion coefficient of each mode from an accurate fit of the field correlation function to the measured spectra without a direct need for perfect measurements of $g^{(2)}(q,t)$ at very large times as is often the case with CONTIN.

As was described in detail in ref. 28, the two faster spectral modes of microgel spectra were found to exhibit the diffusive-like behavior ($\langle \Gamma_i \rangle \sim q^2$ each with a small intercept, if any). For these two modes we used the Stokes-Einstein equation:

$$D = \frac{k_B T}{6\pi \eta R_h} \quad (4)$$

to estimate apparent hydrodynamic radii $R_{h1}$ and $R_{h2}$ that would correspond to the mean diffusion coefficients $D_1$ and $D_2$, respectively. In eq. 4, $k_B$, $T$, $\eta$ are the Boltzmann's constant, the absolute temperature of the solution, and the solvent viscosity. The third spectral mode was found to be independent of $q$ and was considered inappropriate for application of the Stokes-Einstein equation. Indeed, one should be very careful in using eq. 4 as it is derived for the case of dilute Brownian spheres in small-molecule, low-viscosity solvents. It has been shown theoretically and experimentally that eq. 4 is not valid when a solution is concentrated enough to have a solvent viscosity very different from solution viscosity. Therefore, we considered this approach useful only for the two spectral modes (“fast” and “intermediate”), which showed diffusive-like behavior.

Spectra-Physics Stabilite 2017 Ar$^+$ laser with vertically polarized light at $\lambda_0 = 514.5 \text{ nm}$ and power output of 1–1.5 W was used for the experiments. The laser was coupled to a BI 200 SM photometer-goniometer (Brookhaven Instruments) and an ALV-5000 correlator.

Microgels were prepared by crosslinking chains of hydroxypropylcellulose (1 MDa nominal molecular weight, from Scientific Polymer Products) with divinyl sulfone (purchased from Aldrich). The solutions had a resulting polymer concentration of 0.05 wt.%. The synthesis followed the recipe of ref. 17 which is described in detail in ref. 28.

The microgel solution was filtered through cellulose 1.2 $\mu$m pore diameter filters (Osmonics) into pre-cleaned and dried cylindrical glass sample cells (with 10 cc volume). During experiments the cells were placed into a copper cell holder with a decalin-filled index-matching quartz vat. The entire cell assembly was maintained at a specific temperature ($23^\circ \leq T \leq 45^\circ$C) within 0.1 $^\circ$C with the help of a Thermo RTE-7 refrigerated bath/circulator.

Two different heating rates were used in microgel deswelling studies. Under the fast heating protocol the solution temperature was changed by a step of 5 $^\circ$C (bath heating rate of 0.5 $^\circ$C/min) from 25$^\circ$ to 45$^\circ$C. Each temperature change was followed by a waiting period of at least one hour with the count rate closely monitored in order for the sample to equilibrate. After an hour of waiting (including 20-min of stable count rate) three to four identical experiments were performed at a given temperature. The duration of each experiment was at least 30 min. In other words, the time separation between two subsequent 5 $^\circ$C temperature changes was on average equal to three and half hours.

Under the slow heating protocol the waiting times, the number of repeated runs, and the duration of each experiment were largely kept the same as for the fast heating. The only difference between the two heating protocols was the size of the temperature step used. Starting at 39 $^\circ$C the heating step of the slow heating was reduced to 0.5 $^\circ$C (bath heating rate of 0.16 $^\circ$C/min). The new heating step was introduced only at 39 $^\circ$C since no measurable effect of different heating rate on microgel size distribution was observed below this temperature. This is consistent with observations of uncrosslinked polymer in ref. 16. The highest temperature reproducibly studied under the slow heating protocol was 42.5$^\circ$C. At higher temperatures, the count rate was fluctuating by more than 25% and visual inspection of solution revealed big aggregates that, with time, precipitated by gravity.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 1 shows the observed microgel spectra and the corresponding decay rate distributions both below and above the volume phase transition temperature. The difference between the spectra at the two high temperatures (42$^\circ$ and 45 $^\circ$C) results from the heating history (rate of heating) of the sample: 42 $^\circ$C was reached through the
slow heating and 45 °C through the fast heating processes described in detail in previous section. The decay time distributions here are obtained by the Inverse Laplace Transform algorithm called CONTIN32 (ALV5000 version). The shape of the spectrum and the corresponding decay time distribution below the volume phase transition (at 25 °C) differ considerably from the two spectra and distributions above the transition. Moreover, the intensity correlation functions and the corresponding decay time distributions at the final temperatures (42 °C and 45 °C) of the two heating protocols are very different.

The details of the fast heating transition from 25 °C to 45 °C have been described in ref. 28. The main finding was that at $t \leq 50$ ms the fast heating resulted in a transition from an apparently bimodal decay time distribution with peaks at 0.2 ms and 4.6 ms at 25 °C to an unimodal distribution centered around 0.5 ms at 45 °C (see blue and red distributions on Figure 1). The corresponding apparent radius distribution of microgels (for $t \leq 50$ ms) switches from the broad distribution that covers the range of 1 to 1700 nm with two peaks at 30 and 550 nm to the narrower distribution centered at 150 nm and ranging between 25 and 400 nm.

On the other hand, the slow heating resulted in a transition from the same wide bimodal decay time distribution at 25 °C to another bimodal decay time distribution which is only slightly narrower but has one clearly dominant peak at $\approx 3$ ms. The corresponding microgel size distribution (at $t \leq 50$ ms) after the slow heating (at 42 °C) is wide and ranges from to 1 to 1000 nm with a dominant peak at 590 nm and a second smaller peak at 30 nm. In other words, the slow heating produced a somewhat wider size distribution of considerably larger microgels than the fast heating of the same starting sample.

The microgel spectra below and above the volume phase transition were systematically and reproducibly characterized using the time moment analysis22,23 described in the previous section. $g^{(1)}(q, t)$ obtained from the spectra was fitted to a sum of three stretched exponentials ($i = 1, 2, 3$) with nine fitting parameters according to eq 2. Each of the three modes is described by an amplitude ($A_i$), a pseudorate of relaxation ($\theta_i$), and a stretching parameter ($\beta_i$). The modes are labeled according to the apparent values of calculated decay rate ($\Gamma_i$) so that the first mode is “fast” with $5 \times 10^4 \leq \langle \Gamma_1 \rangle \leq 10^4$ s$^{-1}$; the second mode is “intermediate” with $2 \times 10^2 \leq \langle \Gamma_2 \rangle \leq 10^3$ s$^{-1}$; the third mode is “slow” with $6 \times 10^{-2} \leq \langle \Gamma_3 \rangle \leq 4$ s$^{-1}$.

Figures 2–4 analyze the behavior of nine fitting parameters of the field correlation function under the slow heating process from the ambient conditions to temperatures above the volume phase transition.

Figure 1. Overlay graph of the intensity correlation functions and corresponding decay time distributions below (25 °C, blue circles) and above the volume phase transition after the fast heating (45 °C, red circles) and after the slow heating (42 °C, brown triangles).

Figure 2. Relative amplitudes of the HPC microgel spectral modes as a function of temperature under the slow heating protocol: the “fast” mode, $A_1$ (triangles); the “intermediate” mode, $A_2$ (diamonds); the “slow” mode, $A_3$ (circles).
Figure 2. The temperature dependence of the microgel mode amplitudes at $35^\circ \leq T \leq 42.5^\circ$ C under the slow heating protocol. Similarly to the mode amplitude behavior (at $T \leq 40^\circ$ C) under the fast heating protocol (Figure 4 in ref. 28), the amplitudes of the “fast” and “intermediate” modes ($A_1$ and $A_2$, respectively) under the slow heating have values between 40 and 60% with the faster mode being slightly more dominant ($A_1 \geq A_2$). The third (“slow”) mode ($A_3$) is represented only by about 10% as was the case under the fast heating. At $T \geq 40^\circ$ C, however, the fast heating protocol results in a somewhat different microgel mode distribution than the one obtained under the slow heating. Indeed, the contribution of the “slow” mode ($A_3$) under the slow heating was not larger above the transition as in the case of the fast heating. Also, the amplitude of the “fast” mode ($A_1$) shows a steady decrease, while the amplitude of the “intermediate” mode ($A_2$) reveals a steady increase as temperature rises above $40^\circ$ C. Reference 28 reported that $A_2 \approx 0$ at $45^\circ$ C under the fast heating process and not $A_2 > 0.5$ as seen on Figure 2. This result is, nevertheless, consistent with ref. 28 since under the fast heating there is only one measured temperature above $40^\circ$ C (namely $45^\circ$ C) and the two modes (“fast” and “intermediate”) converge at that temperature. Therefore, at $45^\circ$ C it is impossible to distinguish the two modes after the fast heating as they have the same apparent decay rates.

The transition in the mode character above $40^\circ$ C is also seen on the graph of stretching exponents for the two faster microgel modes (Figure 3). Indeed, the “fast” mode has a temperature-independent $\beta_1 \approx 0.85 - 1.05$ below $40^\circ$ C which slightly decreases above $40^\circ$ C. The “intermediate” mode shows an apparent abrupt transition from weakly temperature dependent $0.5 \leq \beta_2 \leq 0.7$ below $40^\circ$ C to a temperature independent $0.8 \leq \beta_2 \leq 1.05$ above $40^\circ$ C. The slow mode stretching exponent $\beta_3$ (not shown on Figure 3) is very scattered and ranges between 0.5 and 1.05.

Figure 4 demonstrates all three pseudorates of relaxation, not only for microgel modes ($\theta_1$, $\theta_2$), but also for the mode identified by ref. 28 as loose polymer mode ($\theta_3$). $\theta_1$ under the slow heating appears to be temperature independent and centered around $1.5 \times 10^{-4}$ (1/sec)$^\beta$. $\theta_2 \approx 8 \times 10^{-4} - 2 \times 10^{-3}$ (1/sec)$^\beta$ is also temperature independent up to $40^\circ$ C but increases by a factor of three or four with the temperature increase from $40^\circ$ to $42.5^\circ$ C. This temperature dependence of $\theta_2$ under the slow heating is different from $\theta_2$ behavior under the fast heating,28 where the pseudorate decreased by a factor of four with the rise of the temperature from $25^\circ$ to $45^\circ$ C. On the other hand, the dependence of $\theta_3$ on temperature seen on Figure 4 is very similar...
The temperature dependence of the mean diffusion coefficients obtained from the spectral time moment analysis for each of the observed HPC microgel modes: “fast” (triangles), “intermediate” (diamonds), and “slow” (circles). The slow heating protocol was used.

to the behavior observed for this mode pseudorate under the fast heating. In both cases, the values of $\theta_3$ are strongly scattered around $10^{-9}$ (1/sec)$^\beta$ and do not have a clearly identifiable temperature dependence (though $\theta_3$ at 35 °C is somewhat higher than $\theta_3$ at other temperatures).

The obtained fitting parameters $\theta_i$ and $\beta_i$ were used to calculate zeroth time moments $M_0$ for each mode using eq. 3 which, in turn, yielded mean decay rate $\langle \Gamma_i \rangle$ and mean diffusion coefficient $D_i$ for each mode. Figure 5 shows the diffusion coefficients obtained this way for all three modes. The “fast” microgel mode reveals a temperature independent $D_1 \approx 1.5 \times 10^{-7}$ cm²/s. The “intermediate” microgel mode shows a transition at 40 °C from temperature-independent $D_2 \approx 10^{-8}$ cm²/s to $D_2$ that decreases from $10^{-8}$ to $4.5 \times 10^{-9}$ cm²/s with temperature increase from 40° to 42.5 °C. The “slow” mode (attributed to loose polymer in solution) has a largely temperature-independent and somewhat scattered values of $D_3$ ranging from $2 \times 10^{-12}$ to $4 \times 10^{-11}$ cm²/s. The values and the temperature dependence of $D_1$ obtained under the slow heating are similar to the values and $D_1(T)$ obtained under the fast heating protocol. The behavior of $D_2$ is, however, different between the two heating protocols. In contrast to $D_2(T)$ under the slow heating protocol, where $D_2$ decreases by a factor of two above 40 °C, $D_2$ under the fast heating increased by more than five-fold from about

$4 \times 10^{-9}$ to $2.5 \times 10^{-9}$ as the temperature was raised from 25° to 45 °C. Finally, the values and the lack of temperature dependence for $D_3$ under the slow heating is identical to the values and the behavior of $D_3(T)$ under the fast heating protocol.

The importance of the heating rate on microgel volume phase transition is summarized by Figure 6 which compares apparent hydrodynamic radii for the “fast” and “intermediate” modes under the fast and slow heating. The “fast” microgel mode hydrodynamic radius $R_{H1} \approx 25$–40 nm, obtained under the slow heating, is consistent with $R_{H1}$ obtained under the fast heating at $T \leq 40$ °C. Above 40 °C, $R_{H1}$ from the slow heating is somewhat scattered, but does not change significantly in magnitude for the range of temperatures studied. $R_{H1}$ from the fast heating, on the other hand, increases up to four orders of magnitude as temperature changes from 40° to 45 °C. The values of hydrodynamic radius $R_{H2} (\approx 2500$–650 nm) corresponding to the intermediate microgel mode for the two different heating protocols are also similar at $T \leq 40$ °C. In this temperature range, the shrinking in $R_{H2}$, which is apparent under the fast heating, is consistent with the four data
The dynamic light scattering data on HPC microgels synthesized in a surfactant-free addition reaction (following the recipe of ref. 17) was carefully studied at different temperatures and scattering angles by ref. 28. Observed highly nonexponential spectra of microgels were analyzed with the line shape analysis and spectral time-moments method instead of relying on cumulant expansion, which can cause serious misinterpretation of nonexponential, multimodal DLS spectra or CONTIN, which is known to be highly sensitive to experimental noise in systems with long relaxation times. The line shape analysis revealed that the synthesized microgels are multimodal. At ambient conditions, two of the three observed spectral modes show diffusive-like properties, which likely correspond to particulates with diffusion coefficients of $\approx 10^{-7}$ and $\approx 10^{-8}$ cm$^2$/s and apparent hydrodynamic radii of 25–30 nm and 400–650 nm. Above the volume phase transition resulting from the fast (one step) heating, the two modes collapse into one with diffusion coefficient of $2–3 \times 10^{-8}$ cm$^2$/s and an apparent $R_H$ of 100–150 nm. The third observed mode was found to have properties (temperature and angular dependencies) of uncrosslinked polymer chains and has been attributed to loose polymer chains in microgel solution.

CONCLUSIONS

The dynamic light scattering data on HPC microgels synthesized in a surfactant-free addition reaction (following the recipe of ref. 17) was carefully studied at different temperatures and scattering angles by ref. 28. Observed highly nonexponential spectra of microgels were analyzed with the line shape analysis and spectral time-moments method instead of relying on cumulant expansion, which can cause serious misinterpretation of nonexponential, multimodal DLS spectra or CONTIN, which is known to be highly sensitive to experimental noise in systems with long relaxation times. The line shape analysis revealed that the synthesized microgels are multimodal. At ambient conditions, two of the three observed spectral modes show diffusive-like properties, which likely correspond to particulates with diffusion coefficients of $\approx 10^{-7}$ and $\approx 10^{-8}$ cm$^2$/s and apparent hydrodynamic radii of 25–30 nm and 400–650 nm. Above the volume phase transition resulting from the fast (one step) heating, the two modes collapse into one with diffusion coefficient of $2–3 \times 10^{-8}$ cm$^2$/s and an apparent $R_H$ of 100–150 nm. The third observed mode was found to have properties (temperature and angular dependencies) of uncrosslinked polymer chains and has been attributed to loose polymer chains in microgel solution.
This study expanded the findings of ref. 28 by showing that the rate of heating of the microgel solution dramatically affects the volume phase transition of microgels. During the fast (one step) heating from 40° to 45 °C a significant reduction in the width of microgel size distribution has been observed with the “fast” mode disappearing and the “intermediate” mode revealing a two- to three-fold shrinkage of apparent hydrodynamic radius. However, the slow (multistep) heating from 40° to 42.5 °C has a very different effect on the two particulate microgel modes. The modes do not collapse into one. Instead, the “fast mode” is still present at the highest T even though its amplitude is reduced significantly from 40–60 to 10%. Particulates of this mode exhibit fast diffusion ($10^{-7}$ cm$^2$/s) and an apparent size of 20–40 nm. The “intermediate” mode under the slow heating shows temperature dependence similar to the one under the fast heating but only up to 40 °C. Indeed, under both heating protocols microgels of “intermediate” mode deswell by a factor of two in size as T increases from 25 to 40 °C. However, above 40 °C, microgels of the “intermediate” mode under the slow heating start to grow instead of shrinking in size. They grow from 200–300 nm to 800–850 nm as T is increased in a multistep process from 40 to 42.5 °C. The contribution of this “intermediate” mode increases up to 80–90%. Apparently, the long incubation of microgels at each temperature above 40 °C gives more time for uncrosslinked polymer chains as well as smaller crosslinked aggregates to associate with “intermediate” mode microgels to form even larger HPC aggregates. According to the angular dependence results (Figure 7), these aggregates exhibit purely diffusive behavior with $\Gamma_2 \sim q^2$ over wide range of angles with negligible intercept. In fact, it appears that the HPC aggregates after the slow heating have more diffusive-like behavior than their counterparts at ambient conditions. At the temperatures higher than 42.5 °C precipitation of the polymer aggregates by gravity was observed.

The dependence of the microgel volume phase transition on the heating history mimics the dependence of the formation of metastable polymer aggregates above $T_c$ in uncrosslinked HPC solutions as observed by Gao et al. Reference 16 found that the multistep heating of uncrosslinked HPC solution to 42 °C resulted in metastable aggregates that had a 35% larger apparent $R_D$ than the aggregates obtained under one step heating from 25° to 42 °C. Reference 16 also reported the growth of HPC aggregates as temperature was raised above 42°. The growth of metastable HPC formations continues up to a specific cutoff temperature (about 50 °C) at which the precipitation of polymer aggregates by gravity was observed. Similarly, Carotenuto et al., who studied thermo reversible gelation of HPC aqueous solutions, suggested that the observed phase transition consisted of two steps: precipitation followed by sol-gel transition. They discovered that the heating rate affects the two-step process because weaker gels were formed at lower heating rates as more precipitation takes place and fewer “active” chains (chains present in solution after precipitation) were available for gelation.

The findings of this article on the effect of the heating rate on the size of HPC microgel particles agree with the findings of ref. 16 on uncrosslinked polymer. In both cases, the multistep slow heating above the critical temperature resulted in larger particles than the ones obtained under the one step fast heating. It is a somewhat surprising finding for microgels as we expected them to deswell upon heating. It is also an important finding that suggests that in multimodal microgel systems (synthesized following the recipe of ref. 17) the presence of uncrosslinked HPC chains and smaller crosslinked HPC aggregates (with size of 25–30 nm) influences the volume phase transition of the main microgel mode (with the size of 400–650 nm). This conclusion is consistent with the findings of ref. 35 on the effect of the heating rate on the gelation process.

The conclusions of this article need to be further validated by additional experiments. Work is underway to study the effects of salt and polymer concentration, amount of crosslinker and synthesis techniques on the volume phase transition in HPC microgel system. The new results should help to outline the mechanism of the volume phase transition in HPC microgels as well as to shed more light on the processes of phase transition and gelation in uncrosslinked HPC solutions.
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